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The transient nature of spatiotemporal chaos is examined in reaction-diffusion systems with
coexisting stable states. We find the apparent asymptotic spatiotemporal chaos of the Gray-Scott system
to be transient, with the average transient lifetime increasing exponentially with medium size. The
collapse of spatiotemporal chaos arises when statistical spatial correlations produce a quasihomoge-
neous medium, and the system obeys its zero-dimensional dynamics to relax to its stable asymptotic
state.
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The asymptotic stability of chaotic behavior in dis-
tributed systems is difficult to determine because tran-
sient spatiotemporal chaos may be extremely long lived.
Spatiotemporal chaos has been found to be transient in
a number of different types of distributed systems;
however, a mechanistic understanding of the behavior
remains elusive. In contrast, transient chaos in low-
dimensional systems, in which a chaotic repellor is
known to play an integral role in the behavior, is now
well understood [1]. The abrupt change in complexity that
is characteristic of transient spatiotemporal chaos, when a
transition from chaotic to steady state or periodic behav-
ior suddenly occurs, takes place in the absence of external
perturbations. Transient spatiotemporal chaos has been
suggested as an explanation for species extinction in
ecological systems [2,3], and it has been studied in mod-
els for semiconductor charge transport [4] and for CO
oxidation on single-crystal Pt surfaces [5,6]. Chaoslike
spatiotemporal dynamics (with a negative maximum
Lyapunov exponent) was also found to be transient in a
system of coupled one-dimensional maps [7–9]. Transient
spatiotemporal chaos typically exhibits an exponential in-
crease in lifetime with increasing medium size [4,6,8,10],
with the behavior generated by local information produc-
tion and/or nonlinear transport properties [11,12].
In this Letter, we report on the transient nature of
spatiotemporal chaos in the two-variable, Gray-Scott
reaction-diffusion system. We characterize the transient
dynamics and discuss how the behavior is related to other
examples of transient spatiotemporal chaos.
The two-variable Gray-Scott model [13] describes an
open, autocatalytic reaction: A 2B! 3B and B! C,
where A represents the reactant, B the autocatalytic spe-
cies, and C the final product. In a one-dimensional me-
dium, the governing reaction-diffusion equations take
the form [14]
@a
@t
 @
2a
@x2
 1 a	ab2;
@b
@t
 @
2b
@x2
 b0 b	ab2;
(1)
where a and b are the dimensionless concentrations of A
and B, and  and 	 are the bifurcation parameters,
determined by the rate constants and concentration of
reactant in the reservoir. Throughout this study, we as-
sume equal diffusivities,   DA=DB  1, and, for sim-
plicity, no supply of autocatalyst from the reservoir,
b0  0.
The spatially uniform (or zero-dimensional) system is
characterized by three steady states: a stable node, Sn 
1; 0, which exists for all parameter values, an unstable
focus, Sf  1 1 42=	p =2; 1 1 42=	p =
2, and a saddle point, Ss 1 142=	p =2;
1 142=	p =2, which exist for 	 above the
saddle node bifurcation, 	sn  42. In the range 2<
< 4, Sf becomes a stable focus for 	 > 	H, the sub-
critical Hopf bifurcation point, 	H  4= 1. The
Hopf bifurcation point, 	H, together with the critical
threshold for traveling wave solutions, 	c, determines
the parameter range 	c;	H for wave-induced spatio-
temporal chaos [14,15], with 	c 	 33 for   2:8.
The spatiotemporal behavior of Eqs. (1) has been
analyzed in terms of a phase space description of the
homogeneous (ordinary differential equation) system
and the traveling wave (partial differential equation)
system [14–16], revealing a heteroclinic connection
from the unstable focus Sf to the stable node Sn for the
former and a heteroclinic connection from Sn to Sf for
the latter. The spatiotemporal chaos is described by a
Sˇilnikov-like orbit [17], where the system spirals away
from the unstable focus toward the stable node, only to
be reinjected to the unstable focus via the propagating
reaction-diffusion front.
The spatiotemporal dynamics is chaotic, with a rapid
decay of spatial correlations [14] and a positive largest
Lyapunov exponent [18]. The propagation of a localized
disturbance in the chaotic medium was measured to
characterize the intrinsic damage spreading by compar-
ing the spatiotemporal behavior to that in an identical
unperturbed system. We found no difference between the
propagation velocities for moderately large to very small
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(approaching infinitesimal) disturbances. The indepen-
dence of the propagation velocity on perturbation magni-
tude points to a predominantly linear spatial information
transmission process according to the classification
scheme pursued in Refs. [11,12].
Figure 1 illustrates the transient nature of the spatio-
temporal chaos. After a regime of sustained spatiotem-
poral chaos, a sudden, spontaneous transition takes place
to the homogeneous, stable steady state. The higher tem-
poral resolution shown in the lower panels of Fig. 1 does
not yield an obvious interpretation for the abrupt extinc-
tion process.
A statistical analysis of the transient lifetime Te for 100
randomly chosen initial distributions of species B reveals
an exponential increase of the average transient lifetime
hTei100 with medium size N, Fig. 2(a). For each medium
size, the frequency distribution of Te follows an exponen-
tial decay. We find the values of hTei100 to be significantly
larger for no-flux boundary conditions than for periodic
boundary conditions [20]. The statistical robustness of
the average transient lifetime hTei was demonstrated in
control simulations with varying numerical precision,
and when the number of simulations per medium size
was increased to 2000, hTei changed by only 0:1% for
N  120.
Within the parameter range of spatiotemporal chaos,
the average transient lifetime hTei100 depends exponen-
tially on the parameter	, limited from above by the Hopf
bifurcation (	H  34:15 for   2:8) and from below by
the disappearance of traveling wave solutions (	c 	 33),
Fig. 2(b). Close to the wave propagation threshold 	c,
	  33:15, an increase in lifetime of the local extinc-
tions results in a sharp increase in the average transient
lifetime hTei100.
The extinction process is the consequence of statistical
correlations in the medium such that a quasihomogeneous
state is generated. In this quasihomogeneous state, the
perturbations that normally initiate reaction-diffusion
fronts, taking the system back to the unstable focus, are
subthreshold and, hence, unable to sustain the spatiotem-
poral chaos. The corresponding trajectories throughout
the medium closely follow the heteroclinic connection
FIG. 1. Spatiotemporal pattern of reactant concentration a for
  2:8, 	  33:2 (left), and 	  33:7 (right). A concentra-
tion of 10 is represented in white (black), and time increases
from top to bottom in each panel. Reactant A is initially
distributed homogeneously, a  1, over the entire domain of
length L  30. Species B is randomly seeded, indicated by the
white rectangles in the top left and right panels, with a seed
length of 0:75, an initial concentration of b  1, and the
constraint that at least two seeds are separated by a minimum
length of 15. Both realizations of initial conditions have
similar extinction times, Te  409:7 (left) and Te  401:7
(right). The upper panels are calculated for a total simulation
time of T  420, where the vertical bars represent 40 time units
and the horizontal bars 5 space units. The extinction process
during the last 15% of the simulation is shown in the corre-
sponding lower panels, with a fivefold increase in temporal
resolution, with the vertical bars representing 10 time units. An
explicit Euler method (t  0:0003), with a three-point ap-
proximation of the Laplacian operator (x  0:25), and peri-
odic boundary conditions were used for the numerical
integration of the one-dimensional array.
(a)
(b)
FIG. 2. (a) Average transient lifetime as a function of me-
dium length (in grid points) for periodic () and no-flux (+)
boundary conditions. Each average value was determined from
100 realizations with random initial seed distributions. All of
the parameters are the same as in Fig. 1 with 	  33:7. The
full lines show ‘‘robust least absolute deviation’’ fits of the
average transient lifetimes. (b) Average transient lifetime ()
as a function of the parameter 	 for periodic boundary con-
ditions and a medium of length L  30 N  120. The full
line shows the best linear fit within the parameter range 	 2
33:2; 34:1. The fitting procedure, averaging, and other pa-
rameters are the same as in (a) [19].
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from the unstable focus Sf to the stable node Sn [14], and
the system reaches its stable, spatially homogeneous
asymptotic state.
Figure 3(a), shows the temporal dynamics of the
reactant concentration a at three equally spaced loca-
tions, illustrating the transition to spatially corre-
lated behavior. There is little evidence of correlation
until t 	 390, when the three time series suddenly
become virtually identical to approach the extinction
at t  401:7 [21]. Figure 3(b) shows that the average
distance d0 of the trajectories in phase space, d0t P
N1
i1
ait  a0t2  bit  b0t2
p
=N  1, ap-
proaches zero in the quasihomogeneous medium prior to
the extinction.
Spatially localized regions of extinction, shown as
white pulses in Fig. 1 and a 	 1 in Fig. 3(a), continually
appear during the system evolution; however, these re-
gions are bounded and consumed by reaction-diffusion
fronts. Hence, the localized regions of extinction continu-
ally decrease in size and are unable to merge to form
larger scale extinctions. Figure 3(b) shows that the maxi-
mum autocatalyst concentration in the medium at any
given time, bmt  maxfbitg0iN1, remains above
the value observed in the local extinctions, reflecting
the presence of the reaction-diffusion fronts taking the
system back to the unstable focus. However, before the
global extinction at t 	 390, bm drops dramatically and
approaches zero.
If the statistical correlation of the spatiotemporal be-
havior is prevented, no collapse can occur and asymptotic
spatiotemporal chaos is exhibited. Figure 4(a) shows
asymptotic chaotic behavior resulting from imposed
constant boundary conditions, a  0:4; b  0:3, at the
right-hand side of the medium. This boundary condi-
tion prevents the occurrence of a global extinction be-
cause it provides a continuous perturbation in the form of
reaction-diffusion fronts that take the system from the
extinct state Sn back to the unstable focus Sf [22].
The exponential increase in average transient time
hTei100 with medium size suggests that a basin of spatio-
temporal configurations, achieved statistically, leads to
the global extinction and collapse of spatiotemporal
chaos. Following studies of escape statistics of chaotic
repellers in low-dimensional transient chaos [1], we con-
struct sets of quasihomogeneous media, where all trajec-
tories have either the same initial distance to the unstable
focus or the same initial phase, and determine the basin
of spatiotemporal configurations for immediate escape to
the stable node. A typical escape distribution is shown in
(a)
(b)
FIG. 3. (a) Time series of reactant concentration a at three
equally spaced locations in the medium i  10; 50; 90 for the
simulation in Fig. 1 (right panel). For clarity, the middle and
upper curves are offset vertically by 0:3 and 0:6, respectively.
(b) The maximum concentration of B, bm (dotted line), and the
average distance of the trajectories in phase space, d0 (full
line), as a function of time for the simulation in (a). The
horizontal line is to guide the eye in comparing the minima
in bm.
FIG. 4. (a) Spatiotemporal dynamics of the reactant concen-
tration a (	  33:2) for a time interval of 3100 and a temporal
resolution of 1:5. No-flux boundary conditions were used on the
left-hand side and Dirichlet boundary conditions a  0:4; b 
0:3 on the right-hand side (medium length L  25). The
horizontal and vertical bars represent 5 space and 200 time
units, respectively. (b) Distribution of initial conditions that
give rise to immediate extinction (white) or immediate sur-
vival (black) of spatiotemporal chaos for different quasihomo-
geneous states. The origin of the coordinate system is at the
unstable focus Sf; the stable node Sn is located at 0:63;0:23.
The plot was constructed by carrying out multiple simulations,
with each simulation having all trajectories at the same initial
distance r0 from the origin but with a fraction of the trajecto-
ries differing in phase from the others. The initial phase of 285
neighboring trajectories was n=5, indicated by the radial line,
while the phase 0 of the remaining 15 trajectories was varied
in steps of =50 in successive simulations. This sequence was
repeated with the distance r0 increased in steps of 0:005 until
the region r0  0:2;0 was mapped. Each initial condition was
marked with a dot when the quasihomogeneous medium sur-
vived the first approach to the stable node. Ten distributions
were determined with n  1; . . . ; 10; the distribution for n  2
is shown. Medium size N  300 and 	  33:7; other parame-
ters are the same as in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 4(b), which reveals phase relations that favor either
immediate extinction or immediate survival. For a given
dominant phase of the quasihomogeneous medium,
shown by the radial line, particular phase relationships
of neighboring trajectories favor survival, reflected by the
tail-like dotted structure, whereas other phase relation-
ships favor extinction, reflected by the white sector
aligned with the dominant phase. A total of ten distribu-
tions with varying dominant phases were calculated, and
each revealed a unique escape pattern. All distributions,
however, showed the common feature of a sector aligned
along the dominant phase favoring extinction, corre-
sponding to the quasihomogeneous medium.
In summary, the collapse of spatiotemporal chaos in
Eqs. (1) is initiated by statistical spatial correlations,
yielding a quasihomogeneous state that evolves to the
stable asymptotic state of the system, the stable node
Sn. The transient nature of spatiotemporal chaos in sys-
tems with an accessible globally stable (steady or peri-
odic) state appears in other systems. We find a similar
quasihomogeneous state leading to the collapse of spa-
tiotemporal chaos in the 1D Ba¨r-Eiswirth model [5],
a realistic model for the oxidation of CO on Pt. The
transient nature of 2D spiral turbulence in this system
has been reported by Greenside and co-workers [6].
The transient spatiotemporal chaos in the Gray-Scott
model further complements the classification scheme
of irregular spatiotemporal dynamics pursued in
Refs. [11,12]. We find a positive maximum Lyapunov
exponent in this system, much like that found in models
for semiconductor charge transport [4]. We also find
propagation velocities of localized disturbances to be
independent of the perturbation size. This is in contrast
to the chaotic behavior found in coupled one-dimensional
maps [8,9], which exhibits a negative maximum
Lyapunov exponent and, hence, arises from nonlinear
transport properties rather than local information pro-
duction.We expect the collapse of spatiotemporal chaos in
these different types of systems to occur by the same
mechanism, despite the differences in their chaotic dy-
namics, since they all exhibit globally stable (steady or
periodic) states that can be realized via a quasihomoge-
neous medium [23].
While we are certain that local extinctions do not
merge to give rise to the global extinction, we know less
about the possible synchronization of neighboring re-
gions near the unstable focus Sf. The decrease in average
transient lifetime hTei100 with increasing 	, Fig. 2(b),
suggests some degree of synchronization, since the sys-
tem spends more time near the unstable focus as the value
of 	 approaches the Hopf bifurcation. Hence, as the focus
becomes less strongly repelling, neighboring regions have
more time to diffusively interact and synchronize.
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